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Abstract. Conventional statistical shape models use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to describe shape variations. However, such a PCA-based model assumes a Gaussian distribution of data. A model with Independent Component Analysis (ICA) does not require the Gaussian assumption and can additionally describe the local shape variation. In this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Constrained Local Model (HCLM) using ICA. The first or coarse level of HCLM locates the full landmark set, while the second level refines a relevant landmark subset. We then apply the HCLM to Down syndrome detection from photographs of young pediatric patients. Down syndrome is the most common chromosomal condition and its early detection is crucial. After locating facial anatomical landmarks using HCLM, geometric and local texture features are extracted and selected. A variety of classifiers are evaluated to identify Down syndrome from a healthy population. The best performance achieved 95.6% accuracy using support vector machine with radial basis function kernel. The results show that the ICA-based HCLM outperformed both PCA-based CLM and ICA-based CLM. Keywords: hierarchical constrained local model, independent component analysis, Down syndrome detection, classification.
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Introduction



Conventional statistical models such as Active Shape Model (ASM) [1], Active Appearance Model (AAM) [2] and other variants have been widely applied in face alignment, expression recognition and medical image interpretation. The Constrained Local Model (CLM) first proposed by Cristinacce and Cootes [3] also uses a template appearance model with a more robust constrained search technique. CLM has demonstrated good performance in non-rigid object alignment. Most of these techniques describe the principal modes of shape variation in the training dataset using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). However, PCA-based shape models assume a Gaussian distribution of the input data which is often not valid and may lead to the inaccurate K. Mori et al. (Eds.): MICCAI 2013, Part II, LNCS 8150, pp. 222–229, 2013. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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statistical description of shapes and generation of implausible shapes. Furthermore, the principal components (PCs) of PCA tend to represent global shape variations: changing parameter value of a PC may deform the entire extent of shape, failing to capture localized deformations that are important for model discrimination in certain medical applications. To address the above problem, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is considered in this study as an alternative method to build a statistical shape model. To the best of our knowledge, previous work related to constructing statistical models using ICA is scarce. In [4], the authors compared the ICA and PCA in AAM for cardiac MR segmentation. The ICA-based AAM outperformed PCAbased model in terms of border localization accuracy. But they did not present how to select a relevant subset of ICs. In this study, we propose a Hierarchical Constrained Local Model (HCLM) based on ICA and apply it to detect Down syndrome from facial photographs. Down syndrome (DS) is the most common chromosomal condition; one out of 691 infants born with DS every year in the US [5]. DS causes lifelong mental retardation, heart defects and respiratory problems. The early detection and intervention of DS is fundamental for managing the disease and providing patients lifelong medical care. DS may be diagnosed before or after birth. During pregnancy, screening and diagnostic tests can be performed. The accuracy of screening tests is estimated to be 75% [6]. After birth, the initial diagnosis of DS is often based on a number of minor physical variations and malformations. Some common features include a flattened facial profile, upward slanting eyes and protruding tongue. These differences may be subtle and are influenced by a variety of factors, frequently making a rapid, accurate diagnosis difficult. The accuracy of a clinical diagnosis of DS for pediatricians prior to cytogenetic results approximates 50%-60% and is likely to be lower in many instances [7]. The development of automated remote computer-aided diagnosis of DS has the potential for dramatically improving the diagnostic rate and providing early guidance to families and involved professionals. Recently, facial image analysis methods were investigated for DS detection [8, 9]. However, they all require manual pre-processing and do not incorporate any disease specific information. In this study, we present a simple, automated and non-invasive assessment method for DS based on anatomical landmark analysis and machine learning techniques. After locating landmarks using HCLM with ICA, syndrome-specific geometric features and local texture features based on local binary patterns (LBP) are extracted and selected. Then various classifiers including support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), random forest (RF) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are compared for the identification of DS. Our main contributions lie in: (a) the proposal of a hierarchical constrained local model to locate facial landmarks; (b) investigation of constrained local model using ICA to describe local shape variations (c) the proposal of a data-driven ordering method for sorting the independent components; (d) construction of separate models for Down syndrome and a healthy group to refine the locations of the relevant facial landmarks (e) combination of the syndrome specific geometric features and local texture features to characterize pathology.
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Methods



2.1



Hierarchical Consttrained Local Model (HCLM)



A hierarchical constrained local model is proposed to locate facial landmarks. T The HCLM consists of two lev vels. The first level CLM is trained by using the full laandmark set (inner and outer face) and facial images including both healthy and DS populations. It roughly loccates all the facial landmarks. For the second level, ttwo separate CLMs are trained d using inner facial landmarks for the healthy and DS groups, respectively. It refiines the locations of inner face landmarks which are cllinically relevant for diagnosiis, therefore important for feature extraction. The oveerall framework for HCLM is sh hown in Fig.1.



Fig. 1. The framew work of hierarchical constrained local model (HCLM)



Building HCLM with ICA A The CLM consists of a shaape model and a patch model. The shape model defines the plausible shape domain an nd describes how face shape can vary. The patch moodel describes how the local reg gion around each facial feature point should look like. W With these two models, both facce morphology and textures are described. We denotee an



n -point shape in two dimensions as x = [ x1 , y1 , x2 , y2  xn , yn ] . To study the shhape T



variation in the training daata, all shapes are aligned to each other using Procrustes analysis. Then the mean sh hape is subtracted from each aligned shape of the trainning set that is represented by the vector x , where x now contains the new zero-m mean coordinates resulting from alignment. After this pre-processing, the statistical shhape model is built using ICA. The T shape matrix X containing all the training shapes can be written as X = A ⋅ S , wh here A is the mixing matrix containing the mixing param meters and S the source shap pes. It can also be written in a vector format x =  ai si , where a i is the columns of o A and si is the ith independent component (IC). A After estimating the matrix A , the de-mixing matrix W and ICs can be computed by S = W ⋅ X . The de-mixing matrix can be computed by maximizing some measuree of y, we use the Joint Approximated Diagonalization of Eiindependency. In this study genmatrices (JADE) method [10] as suggested by [4]. For PCA, the eigenvecttors are sorted according to their corresponding variannces naturally, while for ICA, th he variances and the order of ICs are not determined naaturally. We propose to sortt the columns of the mixing matrix A based on nnonparametric estimate of variance and locality. First the shapes X are projected oonto
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each a i . A histogram and its corresponding normalized cumulative histogram (C CH) are computed from these prrojections. Then the histogram width ωi is determinedd by −1 −1 8) ). the range spanning the total 96% histogram area (from CH ( 0.02) to CH ( 0.98 The width can be regarded d as a robust non-parametric estimate of sample variaance along ICs. The shape variaation along ai to the limit ωi 2 is given by vi = ai ⋅ ωi . The criterion C to order thee ICs is then determined by



C = ωi ⋅ vmax H ( vi ) ,



(1)



where vmax is the maximum m value of v i and H ( vi ) is the entropy of v i . For moodes that describe relevant independent directions in the training data, the variations are modlocalized and have large peeaks, therefore have large C values. While for noisy m es, the variations are relatiively small and not localized, thus have small C valuues. After sorting the ICs with this criterion, noisy ICs with very small C values are removed. Fig. 2 compares th he first three principal modes for PCA and ICA. Note tthat PCA modes depict only glo obal variations, while ICA modes highlight local variatioons.



Fig. 2. The firstt three principal modes for PCA (a-c) and ICA (d-f)



The patch model is buillt by using SVM with a linear kernel. For each landmaark, we extract 25 ( 40 × 40 ) sq quare patch samples from each image as training data for SVM, containing both neg gative and positive examples. A SVM is trained for eeach landmark. For CLM, the ou utput of SVM with linear kernel can be written as a linnear T combination of the input veector y (i ) = α T ⋅ p(i ) + θ , where α = [α1 α2 …α N ] represeents (i)



the weight for each input piixel p , and θ is a bias. The weight matrix is used as the patch model. We note that the linear SVM can be implemented efficiently by connvolution. Therefore, it reducees the computational complexity and time dramaticallyy by avoiding sliding window prrocess.
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Searching Landmarks with HCLM The CLM model is built to search landmarks around their local region. First, we detect the face, eyes and tip of the nose in the image by using Viola-Jones face detector [11] to initialize the first level HCLM. Then each landmark is searched in the local region of its current position using the patch model. We denote the SVM response R ( x, y ) image with which is fitted with a quadratic function



r ( x, y ) = zHzT − 2FzT + ax02 + by0 + c,



where



z = [ x y]



,



H = diag (a, b)



,



F = [ ax0 by0 ] , a, b are the quadratic function parameters and ( x0 , y0 ) is the center



point. The parameters are solved by a least square optimization. Finally, the optimal landmark positions are found by optimizing quadratic functions and shape constraints. The joint objective function is given by



x* = arg max xT Hx − 2Fx − β ( x − AWx )



T



x



( x − AWx ) ,



subject to − ω / 2 < W ⋅ x < ω / 2



(2)



where H = diag ( H1 , H n ) , F = [ F1  Fn ] , and ω is the histogram width vector. In a PCA-based shape model, the shape parameters are usually limited by three times square root of eigenvalues. The range of ICA shape parameters [ − ωi 2, ωi 2] covers the same amount of sample variance as that by 3-sigma range with PCA given a normal distribution by recalculating ω to cover 99.7% sample variance along ICs. The clinical differences between DS and a healthy population mainly lie in the inner face features (around the eyes, nose and mouth) shown in Fig.3 (a). So it is desirable to build separate models for the DS and healthy groups. The results of the inner facial landmarks from the first level HCLM serves as the initialization of the second level search. The above searching process is repeated for both the second level DS model and normal model. The best fitted model is selected as the one whose result is closer to its own mean shape and holds smaller changes to the second level initialization. 2.2



Feature Extraction, Selection and Classification



DS presents both special morphology (e.g. upward slanting eyes, small nose and wide-opened mouth) and textures (e.g. smooth philtrum and prominent epicanthic folds) [9]. To describe the facial information, geometric and texture features are extracted on the patient image registered to a reference image using Procrustes analysis to remove the translation and in-plane rotation. Geometric features are defined via interrelationships among 22 anatomical landmarks to incorporate clinical criteria used for DS diagnosis. Geometric features include horizontal and vertical distances normalized by the face size, and corner angles between landmarks. There are a total of 27 geometric features. The local texture features are extracted based on LBP [12]. First, an LBP histogram is extracted from a square patch around each inner facial landmark. Then six
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statistical measures of the histogram are computed, which are the mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, energy and entropy. Finally, the feature vectors in all patches are concatenated to form the 132-dimensional local texture features. The geometric and local texture features are concatenated to 159 combined features. Feature selection is performed using the method in [13]. The optimal dimension for feature space is found based on maximizing the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curves by empirical exhaustive search. The classification performances of SVM [14] with RBF kernel, linear SVM, k-NN [15], RF [16] and LDA [17] are compared in this study. The parameters for classifiers are found optimally by gird search.



3



Experiments



The image dataset consists of 100 frontal facial photos (one photo per subject) with 50 DS patients and 50 healthy individuals acquired with a variety of cameras and under variable illumination. The subjects include 75 Caucasian, 16 African American and 9 Asian and both genders. The ages of patients vary from 0 to 3 years. 3.1



Landmark Detection Using HCLM



We compared three models: PCA-based CLM, ICA-based CLM, and ICA-based HCLM. The performance of landmark detection was evaluated by a normalized error



ε=



1 N



N



1



 N  d ( x, x ) i =1



Ι x∈Ι



dn ,



(3)



where Ι is the set of inner face landmarks, d ( x, x ) is the Euclidean distance between inner face points located by the automatic search and the corresponding ground-truth landmarks placed manually by experts, d n is the distance between the two pupils as normalizing factor, and N is the number of images. The comparison of detection errors is shown in Fig.3 (b). The overall error is 0.057±0.036, 0.049±0.028, and 0.041±0.028 for PCA-based CLM, ICA-based CLM, and ICA-based HCLM, respectively. A significant improvement was recorded by using ICA vs. PCA with CLM, and by using HCLM vs. CLM with ICA (p


Down Syndrome Detection



The experimental results are shown in Table I. Leave-one-subject-out validation is performed throughout the dataset. The performance is evaluated using accuracy, precision, and recall. We noted that the combined features achieved the best performance using SVM with RBF kernel with 95.6% accuracy with high precision and recall. The selected dimensions of geometric, texture and combined features are 24, 6 and 32, respectively. The texture features had slightly better performance than geometric features, probably due to the fact that anatomical location is already imbedded in the computation of the texture features. All the metrics improved when combining the
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geometric and texture feaatures, especially the precision. However, all classiffiers achieved competitive perfo ormances. The accuracy for geometric, texture and coombined features on ground trruth landmarks were 0.923, 0.956 and 0.967, respectively. Our automatic results are att least as good as of studies [10, 11] using manual methoods.



Fig. 3. (a) The mean shape comparison c on inner face features between the DS and heaalthy groups; (b) The normalized laandmark detection errors for PCA-based CLM (blue), ICA-baased CLM (green) and ICA-based HCLM H (refinement, red). Table 1. performance comparrison of Down syndrome detection using different features and classifiers Accuracy y Geometric 0.901 SVM-RBF Linear SVM 0.934 0.945 k-NN 0.923 RF LDA 0.934
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Precision



Recall



Texture Combined Geometric Texture Combined Geometric Texture Combiined 0.912 0.886 0.907 0.953 0.907 0.907 0.956 0.9553 0.945 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.9007 0.934 0.930 0.975 0.956 0.952 0.932 0.933 0.930 0.953 0.9777 0.945 0.923 0.929 0.905 0.929 0.907 0.884 0.9007 0.901 0.945 0.911 0.932 0.930 0.952 0.953 0.9553 0.945



Conclusion



In this study, a hierarchicaal constrained local model based on ICA was proposedd to locate facial landmarks for DS detection. The ICA-based analysis gave a better reppresentation of the local shap pe variations in the training data than PCA, an importtant factor in the analysis of meedical image data. The two-level structure of HCLM significantly improved the accurracy of landmark detection over CLM. Based on the detected anatomical landmark ks, geometric and local texture features were extracted and selected. Finally, several claassifiers were employed to discriminate between the Doown syndrome and healthy grou ups. The best performance was achieved by the combiined geometric and texture featu ures with SVM-RBF classifier with 95.6% diagnostic acccuracy. The promising resultss also demonstrate the robustness of our method for anallyzing highly variable photog graphic data. Data collection is on-going and future w work will involve the investigatio on of other types of genetic syndromes.
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